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Abstract

Over the past decade, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has had great success recently
and is being used in a wide range of academic and industrial fields. More re-
cently, Large Language Models (LLMs) have made rapid advancements that have
propelled AI to a new level, enabling and empowering even more diverse applica-
tions and industrial domains with intelligence, particularly in areas like software
engineering and natural language processing. Nevertheless, a number of emerging
trustworthiness concerns and issues exhibited in LLMs, e.g., robustness and hallu-
cination, have already recently received much attention, without properly solving
which the widespread adoption of LLMs could be greatly hindered in practice.
The distinctive characteristics of LLMs, such as the self-attention mechanism, ex-
tremely large neural network scale, and autoregressive generation usage contexts,
differ from classic AI software based on Convolutional Neural Networks and Re-
current Neural Networks and present new challenges for quality analysis. Up to
the present, it still lacks universal and systematic analysis techniques for LLMs
despite the urgent industrial demand across diverse domains. Towards bridging
such a gap, in this paper, we initiate an early exploratory study and propose a uni-
versal analysis framework for LLMs, which is designed to be general and exten-
sible and enables versatile analysis of LLMs from multiple quality perspectives
in a human-interpretable manner. In particular, we first leverage the data from
desired trustworthiness perspectives to construct an abstract model as an auxiliary
analysis asset and proxy, which is empowered by various abstract model construc-
tion methods. To assess the quality of the abstract model, we collect and define
a number of evaluation metrics, aiming at both the abstract model level and the
semantics level. Then, the semantics, which is the degree of satisfaction of the
LLM w.r.t. the trustworthiness perspective, is bound to and enriches the abstract
model with semantics, which enables more detailed analysis applications for di-
verse purposes, e.g., abnormal behavior detection.
To better understand the potential usefulness of our analysis framework, we con-
duct a large-scale evaluation, the results of which demonstrate that 1) the abstract
model is with the potential to distinguish normal and abnormal behavior in LLM,
2) Our framework is effective for the real-world analysis of LLMs in practice,
and the hyperparameter settings influence the performance, 3) different evaluation
metrics are in different correlations with the analysis performance. In order to
promote additional research into the quality assurance of LLMs, we have made all
of our code and detailed experimental results data accessible. Please contact the
authors directly for access to these supplementary materials.

� The corresponding author. E-mail: ma.lei@acm.org
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1 Introduction

Over the last few years, a series of tremendous performance leaps in many real-world applications
across domains have been empowered by the rapid advancement of LLMs, especially in the domain
of Software Engineering (SE) and Natural Language Processing (NLP), e.g., code generation [1],
program repair [2], sentiment analysis [3], and question answering [4]. Representative LLM-enabled
applications such as ChatGPT [5], GPT4 [6], and LLaMA [7] are often recognized as the early foun-
dation towards Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) [8]. More recently, LLMs present the promising
potential to become a new enabler and booster to further revolutionize the intelligentization and au-
tomation for various key stages of software production life-cycle.

Despite the rapid development, the current quality [9], reliability [10], robustness [11], and ex-
plainability [12] of LLMs pose many concerns of social society and technical challenges, the re-
search on which, on the other hand, is still at a very early stage. For example, recent research
indicates that existing LLMs can occasionally generate content that is toxic, biased, insecure, or
erroneous [9, 13, 14]. For example, a typically new type of quality issue is the phenomenon of
hallucination [15], where LLMs confidently produce nonfactual or erroneous outputs, which poses
significant challenges for their implementation, particularly in environments where safety and se-
curity are paramount. Moreover, the rapid industrial adoption of LLMs in various applications,
e.g., robotic control [16] and medical image diagnosis [17], necessitates urgent analysis and risk
assessment methodologies for LLMs.
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Figure 1: The workflow summary.

In recent years, there has come an increasing trend in research to tackle the quality assurance chal-
lenges of deep learning software, especially Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [18–39]. Some studies
have focused on DNN testing with the goal of pinpointing inputs that a DNN struggles to man-
age [40–42, 18–24, 30–35, 43]. Concurrently, advancements in DNN debugging and repair [44–
46, 25–29, 36–39, 47–49] aim to understand the reasons behind a DNN’s incorrect predictions and
subsequently repair the model. These studies have made notable contributions to the advancement
of quality assurance in DL-based software. However, a majority of these works are centered around
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [50] and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [51]. Pei et
al. propose DeepXplore, a whitebox DNN testing framework combined with neuron coverage and
differential testing to efficiently capture defects in DNN systems [18]. Zohdinasab et al. leverage
illumination search to identify and quantify the dimensions of feature space in testing deep learning
systems [52]. Hu et al. propose a framework for mapping between dangerous situations and the
image transformations in the machine vision components [53]. Among these analysis techniques,
model-based analysis [54–56, 29, 57, 58] has been demonstrated as an effective approach to both
provide analysis results, e.g., testing and monitoring, and human-explainable results. Pan and Ra-
jan [59] propose to decompose a CNN model into modules for each output class, enabling reusability
and lowering the environmental cost. Dong et al. [60] develop an approach to extract probabilistic
automata for RNN interpretation, which integrates hidden states abstraction and automata learning.
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Qi et al. develop ArchRepair, which repairs DNNs by jointly optimizing architecture and weights at
the block level [61].

Different from CNNs and RNNs, LLMs behave with distinct features such as the adaptation of the
self-attention [62] mechanism as its core, the complex and large-scale model size (e.g., 6.7 billion
to 65.2 billion parameters in LLaMA series released by Meta [7]), and the generative output scheme
which highly depend on a broad spectrum of user’s inputs. Such features make the analysis of
LLMs’ behavior more challenging compared to classification contexts, which are the main focus of
existing research. Therefore, even up to the present, only very limited research has been conducted
to probe general-purpose LLM-oriented analysis techniques to understand the quality and behavior
characteristics of LLMs from various aspects. The prospective quality assurance methods should
help better comprehend LLMs’ internal behaviors, identify unwanted outputs, and aid in improving
the trustworthiness of LLM in practical usage.

As described above, the philosophy of model-based analysis has been widely proven to be useful to-
wards providing quality assurance for traditional DNNs; however, its effectiveness for LLMs is still
unknown and deserves further investigation. Therefore, to bridge this gap, we propose and design
a model-based universal analysis framework for large language models. The first step is to extract
an assistant model for analysis. Due to the high dimensional space and sparsely distributed states,
we extract and build the abstract model such as Discrete-Time Markov Chain (DTMC) and Hidden
Markov Model (HMM), to enable and ease the analysis procedure and capture LLM’s probabilistic
nature. With the obtained abstract model, we further perform semantics binding, which is the degree
of satisfaction of the LLM with respect to the desired quality perspective, to the abstract model to
enable in-depth quality analysis. Moreover, to evaluate the quality of the model, we collect abstract
model-wise metrics and propose semantics-wise metrics to measure from the perspectives of models
and semantics, respectively. Finally, we apply the constructed abstract model on abnormal behavior
detection to detect potentially erroneous outputs from the LLMs, e.g., hallucination.

In order to demonstrate the potential usefulness of our framework, we conduct a large-scale evalua-
tion on multiple applications of LLMs. The experimental results and in-depth analysis across three
trustworthiness perspectives (e.g., out-of-distribution detection, adversarial robustness, and truth-
fulness) confirm that: 1) the constructed abstract model can capture and distinguish normal and
abnormal behaviors of the LLM; 2) the quality of the abstract model is highly impacted by the tech-
niques and corresponding hyperparameters used in model construction (e.g., dimension reduction
and state partition); 3) Our framework is effective in abnormal behavior detection, e.g., the ROC
AUC of adversarial attack detection can achieve 83%; 4) model-based quality measurement metrics
(e.g., abstract model-wise and semantics-wise) assess the quality of the model from distinct aspects
and are correlated with the performance of the framework differently.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• A universal model-based analysis framework, which is designed for general-purpose quality anal-
ysis for LLMs, provides a human-interpretable way to characterize LLM’s behavior.

• A set of model quality measurement metrics for LLMs, which are collected from existing research
(abstract model-wise metrics) and newly proposed (semantics-wise metrics). The correlations
with the analysis performance show their potential in guiding the abstract model construction.

• An extensive experiment is conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework, which is
on 3 trustworthiness perspectives, 12 quality measurement metrics, 180 hyperparameter settings,
and a total of more than 1, 400 CPU hours. The results demonstrate that our framework is effective
in LLM’s abnormal behavior detection.

• An exploratory study to investigate the effectiveness of model-based analysis in the context of
LLMs. This paper also targets inspiring more relevant research in this direction towards ap-
proaching the goal of achieving trustworthy LLMs in practice.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the corresponding background.
Section 3 describes the different abstraction methods and model construction techniques. Section 4
details the experiment setup and reports the results. Section 5 discusses the potential impact and
future directions. Section 6 inspects the threats that may affect the validity of our work. Section 7
summarizes the related words, and Section 8 concludes the paper.
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2 Background

In this section, we first provide the background knowledge on the analyzed deep learning model,
i.e., the Large Language Model (LLM).Trustworthiness perspectives of LLMs are then introduced,
which are of serious concern to the quality and reliability of LLMs. In addition, we describe the key
idea of model-based analysis at a high level, the main technique used in our analysis framework.

2.1 Large Language Models

Witnessed by various industrial and academic communities, LLMs, a new revolution in AI tech-
nology, have demonstrated human-competitive capabilities in various natural language tasks across
domains (e.g., text generation, language translation, code development) [63–66, 1, 67]. Intuitively,
LLMs are a type of neural network model that is usually established based on the Transformer archi-
tecture [62] with millions, even billions of parameters. Such models are pre-trained on large corpora
of text data, which enclose numerous commonsense knowledge [68]. LLMs output a sequence of
words following a probability distribution; namely, each output token is generated coherently based
on the input prompt and prior outputs. Up to the present, a growing number of research indicates
that LLMs are capable of delivering high-level problem-solving skills for a variety of downstream
tasks, such as question-and-answer [69], sentiment analysis [70], text summarization [71], code
generation [72] and code summarization [73].

Besides the large network scale, the superior performance of LLMs can also give credit to the trans-
former architecture and its central mechanism: self-attention [62]. Self-attention assesses each ele-
ment within the input sequence by comparing them with one another and then alters the respective
positions in the output sequence. The unique transformer architecture enables the LLMs to surpass
the traditional RNNs regarding many challenges, such as long-range dependencies [74] and gradient
vanishing [75].

Self-attention is encompassed in the decoder block, which is a basic unit of the decoder-only LLM,
which will be introduced later in this Section. Many studies confirm the information enclosed in the
output of the decoder block can be an asset to characterize the behaviors of an LLM [76–79]. Thus,
in this work, we leverage the decoder block outputs and traces extracted from the LLM to construct
an abstract model-based LLM analysis framework. We further detail the model construction in our
study in Section 3.2.

LLMs can be categorized into three main different types according to their transformer architec-
tures and pre-trained tasks: encoder-only, encoder-decoder and decoder-only. Encoder-only LLMs
(e.g., BERT [80], DeBERTa [81], RoBERTA [82]) are pre-trained by masking a certain number of
input tokens and aim to predict the masked elements retroactively. Alternatively, encoder-decoder
LLMs, such as BART [83], Flan-UL2 [84] and T5 [85], utilize an encoder to first covert the input
sequence into a hidden vector, then a subsequent decoder further converts the hidden vector into the
output sequence. This encode-then-decode architecture has advantages in processing sequence-to-
sequence tasks involving intricate mapping between the input and output. Decoder-only LLMs are
auto-regressive models that predict each token based on the input sequence and the prior generated
tokens. Representative decoder-only LLMs like GPT4 [6], GPT3 [86] and LLaMA [7] are recog-
nized as prevailing attributable to their training efficiency and scalability for large-scale models and
datasets. In this study, we mainly focus on decoder-only LLM, LLaMA, considering its availability,
commonality and computation cost; nevertheless, our framework itself can still be generalized and
adapted to LLMs other than decoder-only ones.

We introduce the subject LLM and corresponding settings in Section 4.2.1.

2.2 LLM Trustworthiness Perspective

Interpreting and understanding the behaviors of machine learning models, especially LLMs, is one
of the essential tasks in both AI and SE communities [54, 87, 19, 9]. Recently, some researchers
and industrial practitioners have tried to seek to understand the capability boundary and charac-
teristics of the models in order to deploy them in practical applications more confidently and ade-
quately. Quality analysis is applied to initiate to approach a comprehensive and consistent view of
model trustworthiness, such as safety [88], robustness [89] and security [90]. In this work, we also
leverage our proposed analysis framework to conduct quality analysis of LLMs from three aspects:
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Out-of-Distribution Detection, Adversarial Attacks and Hallucination. Such three perspectives are
notoriously known as vital factors that affect the trustworthiness of LLMs.

2.2.1 Out-of-Distribution (OOD) Detection

A fundamental premise of machine learning is the similarity in distribution between training and
future unseen test data. In other words, DNN models might falter when encountering some data (in
the future) deviating from the training distribution [91]. Empirical research has shown that DNNs
may even be highly confident to offer an erroneous prediction in this scenario [92, 93]. To alleviate
this issue, OOD detection has been introduced to improve the quality of data-driven software by
detecting the irrelevant OOD data without letting a DNN make wrong decisions on it that would
be incorrectly handled with high possibility [92–94, 20]. The objective is to craft a probability
distribution estimation function PX (X is the training distribution) that assigns a score to a given
input x and sets a corresponding threshold λ for the OOD detection [95]:

g(x) =

{
in if PX (x) ≥ λ

out if PX (x) < λ
(1)

While early research predominantly focused on image classification tasks, some efforts have also
been made in NLP domains [96]. This encompasses the detection of OOD instances in text classifi-
cation [97], translation [98], and question-answering [99]. Yet, the OOD challenges associated with
LLMs present greater difficulty [100]. Firstly, LLMs’ training data are often either inaccessible or
too large, making exploration challenging. Secondly, LLMs’ emergent ability across varied tasks
makes traditional OOD measurements on standalone tasks inappropriate to apply.

To address this issue, researchers collect OOD data made public after a certain timestamp (e.g.
2022) because LLM-based systems such as ChatGPT typically disclose the conclusion date of their
training data (e.g. 2021). However, with the continuous evolution of LLMs, related benchmarks
may soon be out-of-date. In this study, we instead focus on the OOD style [101], where the original
data are transformed to another style (e.g. Shakespeare) at both word-level and sentence-level. We
follow the settings of the DecodingTrust benchmark [9] and perform related studies on the SST-2
development set.

2.2.2 Adversarial Attacks

The sensitivity of DNNs’ predictions against subtle perturbation in the inputs as an intriguing prop-
erty has been studied for over a decade now [102, 103]. Such sensitivity is due to the highly nonlin-
ear nature of DNNs and could be utilized by adversaries for malicious attacks [104]. Related attack
models are first defined in image domains as subtle and continuous perturbations on image pixels
that aim to fool classifiers [105]. Such attacks can be formulated as optimization problems, and the
goal is to find perturbations on inputs that change the final predictions. These attacks have been
adapted to the text domain, where perturbations are defined as discrete ones at the word, sentence,
or entire input levels. In this context, adversarial GLUE [106] stands out as a comprehensive bench-
mark for text domain adversarial robustness. It incorporates various prior attack methodologies
across multiple tasks and is continuously updated. Wang et al. [100] recently assessed ChatGPT’s
adversarial robustness using this benchmark. Decodingtrust [9] introduced AdvGLUE++ by gener-
ating adversarial texts through three open-source autoregressive models. In our study, we employ
AdvGLUE++ to gauge the adversarial robustness of LLMs.

There are numerous strategies to enhance the robustness of DL-driven systems against adversarial
attacks, such as adversarial training, perturbation control, and robustness certification [107]. Given
the computational intensity and vast data associated with LLMs, training and certification are beyond
the scope of this paper. Consequently, we turn to adversarial detection, a lighter approach that falls
in perturbation control, which is also well suited for model-based analysis. Upon detecting an
adversarial attack, the model can either reject the input or take other actions. This setting is similar
to OOD detection but focuses on adversarial scenarios.
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2.2.3 Hallucination

With the advancement of language models, some research works have posed these models can occa-
sionally produce unfaithful and nonfactual content considering the given inputs [108–110] and such
undesirable generation behavior is so-called hallucination [15]. Hallucination hinders the trust-
worthiness and reliability of LLMs and causes serious concerns for LLM-embedded real-world
applications. Different from other factors that harm the trustworthiness of LLMs, the detection
of hallucinations is challenging and often requires active human efforts to evaluate the generated
outcomes based on input contexts and external knowledge [8, 68]. There are mainly two types of
hallucinations categorized by previous works [13], namely, Intrinsic Hallucinations and Extrinsic
Hallucinations. The former is defined as the existence of contradictions between the source content
and the generated outputs, and the latter indicates the outputs cannot be verified from the source.

To mitigate the risks from hallucinations, a series of strategies have been proposed by researchers
and are divided into two categories: Data-Related Methods and Modelling and Inference Meth-
ods [111, 15]. In particular, data-related methods tackle the problems by data-cleaning and informa-
tion augmentation [112], and modelling and inference methods modify the architecture of the model
or apply optimizations at the training phase [113]. Nevertheless, existing solutions are not well-
applicable in the context of LLMs, seeing the large-scale training corpus, the massive training cost
and the complex model structure with billions of parameters. In this work, we conduct experiments
on the TruthfulQA benchmark to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework in terms of
hallucination detection. We detail the subject tasks of this work in Section 4.2.2.

2.3 Model-based Analysis

An autoregressive language model denoted as p, is essentially a function fθ parameterized by θ. This
function assigns a probability distribution over the alphabet V based on an input string y0, · · · , yt−1.
The generation procedure entails repeatedly invoking p, which can be interpreted as a stochastic
process:

p(y = y1, · · · , yT ) =
T∏

t=1

p(yt|y<t) (2)

where yT is the end-of-string symbol (EOS), y<t is defined as (y0, · · · yt−1), and y0 is the user
provided prompt.

The generation chain involves successive calls to the DNN which is often well-known for its black-
box nature. This intricate procedure complicates direct analysis. To make this stateful DNN-driven
process more transparent and trustworthy, researchers previously tried to extract an interpretable
model by examining the DNN’s behavior on training data [114–116, 54, 117, 118]. However, the
effectiveness of such modelling techniques is still unclear in the context of LLMs since 1) whether
the hidden states of LLMs can provide insights to assist the interpretation of their behavior [119, 76,
77] and 2) to what extent the traditional probabilistic models, such as DTMC [120], can help explain
the probabilistic processes of LLMs.

In particular, previous works [59, 60, 54] begin by collecting and analyzing hidden states extracted
from DNNs. However, as the high dimensional state space derived directly from the DNNs is too
vast to process, abstraction techniques such as dimension reduction and state partition [115, 116]
are usually necessary to map concrete states to abstract ones. Subsequently, each inference can be
represented as a sequence of state transitions, enabling the construction of a probabilistic model that
emulates the behavior of the original DNN. These models can facilitate adversarial detection [121],
privacy analysis [122], maintenance [55, 123, 124], interpretability [60, 125], and debugging [29].

In this study, we adopt a similar approach with details explained in Section 3.2. It is worth noting
that much of the prior research focuses on classification tasks based on RNN, while we mainly
study the autoregressive generation of LLMs. RNN classification can be viewed as a special case
of autoregressive generation, where only one label is generated for an input string. Namely, the
autoregressive generation of LLMs brings more challenges for analysis from the quality assurance
perspective since 1) the quality of the generated text is not only determined by the individual token
but also by the overall structure and semantic coherence of the generated text, 2) the output at each
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time step is dependent on all previous outputs, which adds another layer of complexity, and, 3)
LLMs’ large and diverse output spaces across a wide range of topics make a comprehensive quality
analysis even more difficult.

3 Methodology

In this section, we first discuss the workflow of our proposed framework at a high level (Section 3.1).
Then, we introduce the abstract model construction procedure in Section 3.2, and the semantics
binding in Section 3.3, the two important stages in our framework.

The evaluation metrics for assessing the quality of the models is described in Section 3.4. At last,
we introduce the general-purposed applications of our model-based analysis in Section 3.5.

3.1 Overview

As illustrated in Figure 1, our framework is a model-based analysis framework crafted to investigate
the trustworthiness of LLMs.

At a high level, our framework includes four key stages: abstract model construction, semantics
binding, model quality metrics, and practical application.

Abstract model construction. The first step is to build the abstract model, which plays a predom-
inant role in our analysis framework. To enable the universal analysis for LLM, our framework is
designed to support an assortment of abstraction factors, i.e., dimension reduction (PCA), abstrac-
tion state partition (grid-based and cluster-based partition), and abstract model types (DTMC and
HMM).

(Section 3.2)

Semantics binding. With the abstract state space, an important step is to know what information
contained in the state can help the analysis process. Thus, after the abstract model is built, we bind
semantics, which is the level of satisfaction of the LLM with respect to the specific trustworthiness
perspective. The semantics of the model represent the behavior logic of the LLM and empower an
in-depth analysis. (Section 3.3)

Model quality assessment. A crucial step before practical application is the evaluation of the
quality of the model. To evaluate the quality of the constructed model, we leverage two sets of
metrics: abstract model-wise metrics and semantics-wise metrics. We collect abstract model-wise
metrics to measure the quality of the abstract model from existing works. To evaluate the quality of
the semantics binding, we also propose semantics-wise metrics.

(Section 3.4)

Practical application. LLMs can occasionally make up answers or generate erroneous outputs in
their answers. To enhance the trustworthiness of LLMs, it is important to detect such abnormal
behaviors. After constructing the abstract model, we utilize it for a common analysis for LLMs,
specifically, the detection of abnormal behaviors. (Section 3.5)

3.2 Abstract Model Construction

Taking both trustworthiness perspective-specific data and the subject LLM as inputs, we first profile
the given model to extract the concrete states and traces, i.e., outputs from the decoder blocks. Then,
we leverage the extracted data to construct our abstract model. In this work, we mainly study two
state-based models, DTMC and HMM, depicted as Figure 2.

The construction of these two models is described as follows.

3.2.1 DTMC Construction

Definition 1 (Discrete Time Markov Chain). A DTMC is a tuple (S̄, s̄0, δ̄, P̄ ), where S̄ is a finite set
of states, s̄0 ∈ S̄ is the initial state, δ̄ is the set of transition, and P̄ : S̄ × S̄ → [0, 1] is the transition
probability function.
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Figure 2: DTMC and HMM illustration

We outline the steps to construct the abstract DTMC, which contains state abstraction and transition
abstraction.

• State Abstraction

The state abstraction aims to build the abstract state space S̄, which includes two steps: dimension
reduction and state space partition.

The dimension of concrete states is equal to the number of neurons of decoder block outputs, which
is typically too high to analyze directly. For instance, with 32 decoder blocks and 4, 096 dimensions,
the dimension of the hidden states for a single token in LLaMA-7b is 131, 072. Thus, we first apply
dimension reduction to reduce the dimension of concrete states to ease the analysis complexity. In
particular, we leverage Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [126] to transform the original data to
k dimensional vector, which retains the most important patterns and variations in the original data.

Then, we perform state space partition to construct the abstract state space. We use two ways that
are commonly used in the recent works [54, 117, 122] to conduct the partition: grid-based partition
and cluster-based partition. For regular grid-based partition, we first apply multi-step abstraction to
include more information contained in the near temporal steps. The abstraction is essentially created
by sliding a N -step window on the trace. In other words, for N = 2, {si, si+1}, and {si+1, si+2}
are different multi-step abstraction. Then, we apply grid partition; namely, each dimension of the k-
dimensional space is first uniformly divided into m grids, and we use cij to denote the j-th grid of the
i-th dimension. Then, the compressed concrete states that fall into the same grid are assigned to the
same abstract state, i.e., s̄ = {si|s1i ∈ c1 ∧ · · · ∧ ski ∈ ck}. For the cluster-based partition, we utilize
existing clustering algorithms, e.g., Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [127] and KMeans [128], to
assign the compressed concrete states into n different groups, where each of such group is considered
an abstract state.

• Transition Abstraction

The objective of transition abstraction is to build the abstract transition space δ̄ and the corresponding
transition probability.

Here, we define that there is an abstract transition t̄ between abstract states s̄ and s̄′ if and only if
there are concrete transitions between s and s′, where s ∈ s̄ and s′ ∈ s̄′. Moreover, the transition
probability of an abstract transition is computed as the number of the concrete transitions from
abstract state s̄ to another abstract state s̄′ over the number of total outgoing transitions.

3.2.2 HMM construction

HMM [129–131], is designed to catch the sequential dependencies within the data and is able to
provide a probability distribution over possible sequences. Hence, we also choose HMM to model
the hidden state traces.

Definition 2 (Hidden Markov Model). An HMM is a tuple (S̄, δ̄, P̄ , Ō, Ē, Ī), where S is the hidden
state space, δ̄ is the transition space, P̄ : S̄ × S̄ → [0, 1] is the transition probability function that
maps the transition to the probability distribution, Ō = {o1, . . . , on} is the finite set of observations,
Ē : (si, oj) → [0, 1] is the emission function that maps the observation oj being generated from
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state si to a probability distribution, and Ī : S → [0, 1] is the initial state probability function that
map the state space to the probability distribution.

The construction of HMM is as follows. We first define the state space S with the number of hidden
states and the abstract states, built in DTMC construction (Section 3.2.1), and the observations
Ō, which is all the seen abstract states in the abstract states space. Then, we use the standard
HMM fitting procedure – Baum-Welch algorithm [132] (as an Expectation-Maximization algorithm)
to compute transition probability P̄ , Emission function Ē, and initial state probability function Ī .
Baum-Welch algorithm is composed of expectation, which calculates the conditional expectation
given observed traces, and maximization, which updates the parameters of P̄ , Ē, and Ī , to maximize
the likelihood of observation. The Baum-Welch algorithm determines the most probable sequence of
hidden states that would lead to the sequence of observed abstract states. The constructed HMM is
capable of analyzing and predicting the future text and outputs, based on the probabilistic modelling
of the historical data, i.e., the fitted P̄ , Ē, and Ī .

3.3 Semantics Binding

To enable an effective quality analysis, we bind semantics, which reflects LLM’s performance re-
garding specific trustworthiness perspectives, to the abstract model.

Definition 3 (Semantics). The concrete semantics θ ∈ Rn of a concrete state sequence τk =
⟨si, . . . , si+k−1⟩ represents the level of satisfaction of the LLM w.r.t. the trustworthiness perspec-
tives.

Intuitively, semantics reflects the condition of the LLM regarding the desired trustworthiness per-
spective. Assume k = 1, as shown in Figure 3, when the LLM falls in states s̄0, s̄1, s̄2, and s̄3, it
is considered to be in the normal status, while state s̄4 is considered to be an abnormal state for the
model. Moreover, we perform semantics abstraction to obtain the abstract semantics θ̄. We take the
average values of all concrete semantics in the abstract state as the abstract semantics. The essence
of our semantics binding lies in its ability to align the internal states of an LLM to externally observ-
able behaviors, specifically pertaining to different tasks. Therefore, such semantics interpretation
acts as a bridge, connecting the abstract behavior captured by the model to the real-world implica-
tions of that behavior. Note that when k = 1, the sequence contains only one state. To ease the
notation, we omit k.
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Figure 3: Semantics bound abstract model.

We use hallucination detection [133] as an example to illustrate the semantics binding. The concrete
state could be bound with the truthfulness, i.e., the probability of the answer being true, of an answer
text. While in OOD sample detection, the transition probability between two states, i.e., si and si+1,
can be deemed as the semantics regarding OOD θ̄(⟨s̄i, s̄i+1⟩), because the transition probability
intrinsically indicates whether the sequence exists in the training dataset to some extent.

3.4 Model Quality Metrics

Once the abstract model is built, one of the important steps before the concrete application is to
assess the quality of the abstract model. The assessment is typically through some types of metrics.
In this work, we collect and summarize a set of metrics characterizing the quality of the model. At a
high level, the metrics can be divided into abstract model-wise metrics and semantics-wise metrics.
Below, we briefly introduce these metrics, and the full definition of the metrics can be referred to
Appendix 8.
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Table 1: Abstract Model-wise Metrics.

Metric Description Type
Succinctness (SUC) State reduction rate and transition reduction rate Basic
Coverage (COV) Unseen states/transitions in abstract model Basic
Sensitivity (SEN) Abstract state variation under small perturbation Basic
State classification (SS) Sink state from Markov chain State
Stationary Distribution Entropy (SDE) Randomness and unpredictability within the transitions Model
Perplexity (PERP) The degree of well-fitting to the training distribution Model

Table 2: Semantics-wise Metrics.

Metric Description Type
Semantics Preciseness (PRE) Mean and max semantics error Basic
Semantics Entropy (ENT) Randomness and predictability of semantics Basic
Value Trend (IVT, NVT) Instant Value Trend and and n-gram Value Trend Trace
Derivative Trend (NDT) The trend of derivative over the temporal domain Trace
Surprise (SL) The degree of the change of the semantics Surprise

To evaluate the quality of the constructed model, we collect the metrics that are widely used in the
literature [54, 117, 122, 134, 135] to assess the model from diverse aspects, as displayed in Table 1.
We call such metrics as abstract model-wise metrics. Abstract model-wise metrics are categorized
into three types: basic, state-level, and model-level. Basic metrics contain succinctness (the abstract
level of the state space), coverage (how many new states are unseen in the state space), and sensi-
tivity (whether abstract states differ under small perturbation). The state-level metrics contain state
type classification, e.g., sink state [120], which helps identify the property of the Markov model, e.g.,
absorbable (the Markov chain cannot escape some undesirable states.) [136]. We compute the fol-
lowing metrics for model-level metrics: stationary distribution entropy [135] and perplexity [137],
which reflect the stability of the model and the degree of well-fitting to the training distribution,
respectively.

Note that the abstract model-wise metrics do not involve semantics, which contains the level of
satisfaction w.r.t. trustworthiness. However, to our knowledge, not much work provides general
metrics to measure the quality of the abstract model in terms of semantics. To fill this gap, we pro-
pose semantics-wise metrics, as shown in Table 2. The semantics-wise metrics are extended into
basic, trace-level, and surprise-level. Basic semantics-wise metrics contain semantics preciseness
(the average preciseness of abstract semantics) and semantics entropy (the randomness and unpre-
dictability of the semantics space). Trace-level metrics compute the level of how the semantics
change temporally, which includes value diversity (instant value and n-gram value) and derivative
diversity (n-gram derivative) [138]. Surprise-level metrics try to evaluate the surprising degree of
the change of the semantics by means of Bayesian reasoning [139].

3.5 Applications

Recent works demonstrate that the abstract model has extensive analysis capability for stateful DNN
systems [54, 122, 29]. Here, to validate the practicality of our constructed abstract models, we
mainly apply them into abnormal behavior detection, which is a common analysis demand for
LLMs [140, 141]. As introduced in Section 2, abnormal behavior refers to the unintended expression
of LLM, e.g., making up answers or generating biased output [142–146]. To detect such behavior,
we leverage the abstract model with the semantics. The procedure of detection is as follows. Given
an output text and the abstract state trace {s̄1, . . . , s̄n}, we first acquire the corresponding semantics
trace {θ̄(s̄1), . . . , θ̄(s̄n)}. Then, we compute an semantics score by taking the mean of the semantics
sequence value, namely, AVG(θ̄(s̄i)). Finally, we compare the computed score with the ground truth
to determine the performance of classifying the output text as normal/abnormal behavior.

Here, we provide a running example of hallucination detection, as shown in Figure 4, to
show how we use the abstract model to detect abnormal behaviors. The prompt to LLM is
”Which is denser, water vapor or air?” and the LLM answers ”Water vapor is denser than air.”.
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Figure 4: Example of hallucination detection on TruthfulQA.

Figure 5: RQ1: Distribution of transition probabilities of three studied datasets.

The corresponding abstract state sequence is s̄199 → s̄5 → · · · → s̄159 → s̄4, and the seman-
tics sequence is 0.12 → 0.23 → · · · → 0.01 → 0.15. The computed semantics score is 0.04, and
we identify the answer as an abnormal behavior. Moreover, we can see that state s̄159 is an abnormal
state, which represents the LLM become abnormal at word ”denser”. Such semantics-based LLM
behavior interpretation enables a human-understandable approach to explain and analyze the quality
of the LLM w.r.t. different trustworthiness perspectives. It is worth noting that our framework is
designed with adaptability for various practical applications (e.g., OOD detection, adversarial attack
detection, etc.).

4 Experiments

In this section, we detail the experiments conducted to validate our framework. Through a series
of experiments, we aim to investigate our framework’s effectiveness in terms of characterizing the
behaviors of LLMs and detecting the abnormality of the subject LLM. Leveraging the previously
introduced metrics and applications, our experiments aim to demonstrate the framework’s potential
as a universal tool to support the quality assurance of LLMs across various trustworthiness.

The implementation design of our framework is to build an extensible and plug-and-play frame-
work to enable and support the research on the quality assurance of LLMs. More specifically, the
extensibility and adaptability of our framework reflect on the four aspects: 1) it can be applied to
diverse types of LLMs (encoder-only, decoder-only, encoder-decoder); 2) it incorporates a series of
abstraction and modelling methods to offer an enriched LLM analysis pipeline and can be further
extended with more advanced analysis techniques; 3) it encloses an assortment of metrics to measure
the quality of the model and the trustworthiness of the LLM from a diverse spectrum of aspects and
can embed new metrics seamlessly according to users’ demands; 4) it fits diverse trustworthiness
perspectives as well as practical applications. Based on our framework, many further extensions
and more advanced techniques could be proposed and incorporated into our framework for more
advanced quality assurance purposes for LLMs.

4.1 Research Questions

In particular, with our framework, we conduct evaluations to investigate the following research
questions:

• RQ1: Can the abstract model differentiate the normal and abnormal behaviors of LLM?
• RQ2: How do different modelling techniques and corresponding configurations impact the quality

of the abstract model?
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• RQ2.1: How is the state abstraction correlated with abstract model-wise evaluation metrics?

• RQ2.2: How is the model construction method correlated with abstract model-wise evaluation
metrics?

• RQ3: How does the framework perform across target trustworthiness perspectives, and how is its
performance correlated with both semantics-wise and abstract model-wise metrics?

• RQ3.1: How does our framework perform on trustworthiness perspectives regarding semantics-
wise metrics?

• RQ3.2: How is the performance of the framework correlated with the abstract model-wise met-
rics?

We start with an initial inquiry about the abstract model’s capability of distinguishing normal and
abnormal behaviors (RQ1). We then examine the correlation between modelling settings, resulting
attributes, and model metrics (RQ2.1 and RQ2.2). Finally, we assess the abstract model’s effec-
tiveness across various trustworthiness perspectives, drawing insights into the relationships among
performance, model construction settings, and quality measurement metrics (RQ3.1 and RQ3.2).

RQ1 serves as a preliminary study demonstrating the ability of our abstract model in terms of abnor-
mal behavior detection, laying the foundation for subsequent research questions. These anomalies
could appear as hallucinations, OOD samples, or adversarial attacks.

Based on the findings in RQ1, we further leverage abstract model-wise metrics to quantitatively
evaluate the quality of the abstract model in RQ2. These metrics delve into the attributes of ab-
stract models from various perspectives, probing how different configurations during the model’s
construction can influence its overall quality.

In RQ3, our primary focus is on the practical applications where our model-based analysis frame-
work gets deployed. Starting with RQ3.1, we assess the framework’s real-world efficacy by examin-
ing the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (ROC AUC) [147] across multiple
trustworthiness perspectives. Additionally, this investigation uncovers how the effectiveness of our
framework is correlated to specific semantic-wise metrics. In RQ3.2, we further inspect the relation-
ships between the analysis performance and the abstract model-wise metrics. Namely, we illuminate
the connections between the hyperparameter settings and their associated model-wise metrics. Taken
together, our analyses not only enhance the understanding of the model’s effectiveness but also offer
insight into metrics-driven guidance for abstract model construction w.r.t. various trustworthiness
perspectives.

4.2 Experiment Settings

4.2.1 General Setup

Subject LLMs. As many performant LLMs are treated as vital intellectual properties and kept
black-boxed, it is challenging to find adequate open-source LLMs to conduct our study. We fo-
cus on two sources that potentially release high-performance open-source LLMs with acceptable
deployment costs: 1) distribution of LLMs from artificial intelligence companies such as OpenAI,
Meta AI and Google AI, and 2) LLM-related literature, such as the papers and LLMs released by
research institutes [148, 7, 149]. We do our best to select the most eligible subject LLMs according
to the following criteria.

• Open-source availability: A LLM must be open-sourced such that we can extract the internal
information from the LLM to conduct the following model construction process.

• Competitive performance: A LLM must be representative and have competitive performance
regarding diverse task-handling abilities. In such a manner, we can obtain generalizable insights
and implications from the experiments.

• Acceptable deployment cost: A LLM must be scalable to get deployed on limited computational
resources. Some state-of-the-art LLMs come with high demand deployment and operation costs,
which is not feasible for many research groups in the community.

Eventually, we select Alpaca-7b [150] as our subject LLM for this study. In particular, Alpaca-
7b is a publicly available LLM with performance parallel to GPT3.5 [148]. In addition, Alpaca-
7b manifests promising diverse task-handling abilities with an acceptable computational resource
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requirement. Hence, we consider it the best-fit subject LLM to deliver representative results and
insights.

Experimental Environment. All of our experiments were conducted on a server with a 4.5GHz
AMD 5955WX 16-Core CPU, 256GB RAM and two NVIDIA A6000 GPUs with 48GB VRAM
each. The overall computational time is over 1, 400 hours.

Hyperparameters Settings. As mentioned in Section 3.2, our framework encloses various state
abstraction and modelling methods with numerous hyperparameters. Therefore, there could be myr-
iad possible hyperparameter combinations in our design that are not feasible to fully evaluate. Even
though, to better understand the effectiveness of our framework, with our limited computational
resources, we tried our best and conducted evaluations on as many as 180 representative hyperpa-
rameter settings to investigate the characteristics of different settings.

The hyperparameters of our experiments are summarized in Table 3.

Evaluation Metrics. Evaluation metrics are another crucial segment of our framework, as these
metrics are devoted to presenting a transparent and comprehensive understanding of the quality of
the constructed model as well as the effectiveness of the framework across different applications.
Although some previous metrics are proposed by literature [54, 117, 122, 134, 136, 135, 137–139]
, only some of them are applicable to the context of LLMs. Thus, we carefully select 6 widely
used metrics to assess the quality of the abstract model and propose another 6 metrics to evaluate
the effectiveness of the model in terms of different trustworthiness perspectives. With these 12
metrics, we aim to conduct a relatively comprehensive evaluation as much as we can to obtain an in-
depth understanding of our framework under different hyperparameter configurations, as well as the
impact of hyperparameters on the effectiveness of our framework. The metrics used for evaluation
in this study are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2.

Table 3: Summary of Abstract Model Settings for Abstract Model Construction. There are 180
hyper-setting configurations in total. †For Grid-based partition, the actual state number is calculated as the
stated number to the power of the PCA components.

Partition Model Type PCA Components #State† Additional Parameters #Settings

Grid DTMC {3, 5, 10} {5, 10, 15} History Step: {1, 2, 3} 27
Grid HMM {3, 5, 10} {5, 10, 15} History Step: {1, 2, 3}; HMM Comp: {100, 200, 400} 81
Cluster DTMC {512, 1024, 2048} {200, 400, 600} Cluster: {GMM, KMeans} 18
Cluster HMM {512, 1024, 2048} {200, 400, 600} Cluster: {GMM, KMeans}, HMM Comp: {100, 200, 400} 54

4.2.2 Subject Trustworthiness Perspective

To better understand the effectiveness of the proposed framework across diverse tasks, we select
a set of challenging and representative datasets. Mainly, as described in Section 2.2, we assess the
quality of the abstract model from three trustworthiness perspectives: Out-of-Distribution Detection,
Adversarial Attack, and Hallucination. These three perspectives are widely observed and critical
trustworthiness concerns of LLMs [151, 9, 133, 145, 106, 152]. Each of these has unique patterns
(formats) that are capable of investigating both the effectiveness and the generality of our framework.

Out-of-Distribution Detection. We adapt the sentiment analysis dataset created by Wang et al. [9].
It is based on the SST-2 dataset [153] and contains word-level and sentence-level style transferred
data, where the original sentences are transformed to another style. It contains a total of 9,603
sentences, with 873 in-distribution (ID) data and 8,730 OOD data.

Adversarial Attack. For the adversarial attack dataset, we use AdvGLUE++ [9], which consists of
three types of tasks (sentiment classification, duplicate question detection, and multi-genre natural
language inference) and five word-level attack methods. It contains 11,484 data in total.

Hallucination. For the hallucination dataset, we choose TruthfulQA [133], which is designed for
measuring the truthfulness of LLM in generating answers to questions. It consists of 817 questions,
with 38 categories of falsehood, e.g., misconceptions and fiction. The ground truth of the answers is
judged by fine-tuned GPT3-13B models [133] to classify each answer as true or false.

Semantic Binding Across Perspectives. In hallucination detection, we bind semantics directly to
states based on the truthfulness of the LLM’s output answer [133, 154]. The truthfulness is the output
of a finetuned GPT3-13B (GPT-judge) that is specified for estimating the degree of whether each
answer is true or false, which is the common practice on TruthfulQA [133], In the OOD sample and
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Table 4: RQ1: Statistical differences between distributions of normal and abnormal and Significant
Proportion (the proportion of significant models over all models with diverse hyperparameter set-
tings).

Perspective p-value Significant Proportion

OOD 1.02e-15 51%
Adversarial 6.37e-35 51%
Hallucination 4.82e-206 20%

adversarial attack detection task, instead of state-level binding, we focus on the transition probability
as the semantic representation.

4.3 RQ1: Can the abstract model differentiate the normal and abnormal behaviors of
LLM?

Evaluation Design: Abnormal behavior awareness is a vital step for LLM analysis and interpreta-
tion. Therefore, RQ1 is devoted to conducting a preliminary investigation to acknowledge whether
the constructed abstract models have the potential to characterize the behavior of the LLM from the
lens of abnormality.

In particular, as mentioned in Section 4.1, our analysis centers on inspecting the distribution dif-
ference of the transitions probabilities from the abstract models between the normal and abnormal
instances. We consider transitions probabilities as valid representatives of models’ characteristics
since they encapsulate the intrinsic and irreducible nature of state transition.

To answer RQ1, we assess the difference between normal and abnormal data qualitatively and
quantitatively from three distributions: 1) the normal instances in the training dataset, 2) the normal
instances in the test dataset, and 3) the abnormal instances in the test dataset. The normal instances
in the training datasets and test datasets are considered to have similar distributions and represent
the corpus that the LLM should properly process. In contrast, the abnormal instances in the test
dataset are the contexts that are out of the scope of the training data. We consider the subject LLM
to have abnormal behavior characteristics (e.g., faulty outputs, irregular hidden states behaviors)
when processing these different instances. Furthermore, we expect to capture such dissimilarity
in the abstract models from the lens of transition probabilities, which can reveal the consistency
between the subject LLM and the corresponding abstract model. The hyperparameters of the
abstract model is randomly picked from the hyperparameter space. For the qualitative assessment,
we rely on the Kernal Density Estimation (KDE) [155] plot to observe the distribution of transition
probabilities between three types of instances. In terms of quantitative assessment, we investi-
gate the statistical significance of three distributions using Mann-Whitney U test [156] (i.e., p-value).

Results: We detail the distribution difference assessment from the KDE plot and the Mann-Whitney
U test, respectively, and summarize the findings at the end of this sub-section.

• Qualitative Assessment. Figure 5 illustrates the distribution of transition probabilities w.r.t. three
types of instances (normal instances in training data, normal instances in testing data, and abnor-
mal instances in test data) across three different tasks. Among all three tasks, the distributions
of the transitions are highly aligned for normal instances in the training and test data. Namely,
the abstract model has consistent behavior characteristics when dealing with normal instances.
In terms of the normal and the abnormal instances, we also notice divergent distribution shapes
in SST-2 and AdvGLUE++ datasets. This visual observation supports the proposed assertion
that it is possible to distinguish normal and abnormal instances from the distribution of transition
probabilities of the abstract model.

• Quantitative Assessment. We further conduct statistical significant tests to consolidate the visual
findings from the KDE plots. As presented in Table 4, we show the p-value of the randomly picked
model and the significant proportion, which represents the proportion of all models with different
hyperparameter settings (180 hyperparameter settings in total) that resulted in a p-value less than
0.05. We find that in OOD, 51% of the abstract models satisfies the significance difference, while
the proportions of the adversarial attack and hallucination are 51% and 20%, respectively. This
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indicates that the abstract models on OOD show a greater difference between the normal and
abnormal instances.

In general, our results validate our initial hypothesis and underline the capability of the abstract
model to discover the abnormal behavior of the LLM. The transition probabilities of the abstract
model are aligned with normal instances and have significant differences while abnormal instances
are encountered.

Answer to RQ1: Our experiment results confirm that the abstract model has the potential to
characterize the anomalies of the subject LLM.

4.4 RQ2: How do different modelling techniques and corresponding configurations impact
the quality of the abstract model?

As shown in RQ1, the abstract model is capable of detecting abnormal behavior of the subject LLM.
In RQ2, we further examine what factors impact the quality of the abstract models from the state
abstraction and trace construction perspectives. We first study the hyperparameters, including PCA
dimensions, history steps, partition techniques (GMM, K-means, and Grid), and modelling methods
(DTMC and HMM), as shown in Table 3. Specifically, we aim to understand how these factors can
benefit the general model analysis in terms of metrics, which include Succinctness (SUC), Stationary
Distribution Entropy (SDE), Sink State (SS), Sensitivity (SEN), Coverage (COV), and Perplexity
(PERP).

We normalized the metric values based on rank, indicating their relative ranking across metrics
rather than absolute magnitudes. A higher normalized value means a better rank compared to other
settings in the metric.

4.4.1 RQ2.1: How is the state abstraction correlated with abstract model-wise evaluation
metrics?

Evaluation Design: As mentioned in Section 3.2, we conduct a series of dimension reduction and
state abstraction techniques to decompose and narrow down the large-scale concrete state space of
the LLM. Specifically, We apply PCA for dimension reduction on collected concrete states from the
subject LLM. One crucial parameter of PCA is the number of components retained for the abstract
state; therefore, we select three different levels of component numbers (Low, Medium, and High) to
investigate how the degree of dimension reduction impacts the quality of the abstract model. It is
worth mentioning that we set the PCA components to three comparative levels instead of concrete
numbers due to the different state aggregation mechanisms performed by the three partition methods.
Namely, a number of PCA components processable by GMM may not be feasible in terms of the
Grid method; thus, for each state partition method, we arrange the PCA components to comparative
levels to investigate its effect on the quality of the model. Specifically, as shown in Table 3, we
select {512, 1024, 2048} as corresponding low, medium, and high PCA component settings for
cluster-based state partition method (KMeans and GMM), and {3, 5, 10} for grid-based method.

State partition techniques are subsequently applied to aggregate the concrete states with close spatial
distance into one abstract state. We utilize three commonly used state partition approaches, e.g.,
GMM, KMeans and Grid, to probe their effectiveness in mapping the large continuous concrete
state space onto a compact discrete state space. To eliminate the potential impact of the different
dimension settings from PCA, we conduct each state partition method on different PCA component
settings and take the average performance across all PCA settings as the final result.

In terms of the abstract model quality measurement, we adopt the abstract model-wise metrics speci-
fied in Section 3.4 to inspect the characteristics of different abstraction settings from various aspects.

Results: From Figure 6 and Figure 7, we acknowledge the following findings about PCA dimen-
sions and state abstraction approaches:

• PCA Components: Intuitively, Figure 6 shows that an increase in the number of PCA compo-
nents has a positive impact on the perplexity but adversely affects the coverage and succinctness
across three tasks. The perplexity measures the quality of the abstract model from the degree of
well-fitting to the training distribution and the unpredictability within its transitions, respectively.
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Figure 6: RQ2.1: Model-wise metrics w.r.t. PCA dimension (number of components).

Figure 7: RQ2.2: Model-wise metrics w.r.t. state partition method.

Meanwhile, coverage and succinctness reveal the level of state space exploration and state/tran-
sition reduction rate. Therefore, we consider a higher number of PCA components can reinforce
the construction of the abstract model through distribution matching (perplexity). Nevertheless,
overly persevered state features (PCA components) produce a relatively large state space after the
abstraction, which can prohibit the abstract model from effectively narrowing the concrete state
space (succinctness), fully exploring the abstract state space with limited training data (coverage)
and characterizing the transition properties of the subject LLM (perplexity).

• Cluster-based method: Regardless of the PCA dimension, clustering-based methods, KMeans,
and GMM usually present the highest or near-highest values regarding coverage and succinctness
across three datasets, as shown in Figure 7. We consider the clustering-based state abstraction
methods (KMeans and GMM) to be more efficient in aggregating the concrete states. Namely,
unlike the grid-based approaches, the clustering-based methods only create new abstract states
if a group of concrete states is gathered within certain spatial distances; thus, less abstract state
space is generated for sparse concrete states.
GMM’s performance typically lies between KMeans and Grid. It displayed moderate mean values
for most metrics, such as coverage and succinctness. In addition, we also observe that KMeans
achieves a higher score on the sensitivity metric than GMM. As mentioned in Section 3.4, the
sensitivity metric measures the change of abstract states against small perturbations on concrete
states. Thus, the abstract states formed by KMeans can retroactively signify the small pertur-
bations that may drastically alter the outputs of the LLM. Moreover, both KMeans and GMM
exhibit some drawbacks in terms of stationary distribution entropy and perplexity (SST-2 and
TruthfulQA datasets). Such findings indicate that the clustering-based state abstraction methods
may have limitations to inherently preserve the training distribution and the deterministic nature
of the transitions in the LLM. Furthermore, we find that clustering-based methods have higher
correlations compared to the grid-based method.
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It is worth mentioning that, as illustrated in Figure 5, the transition distributions of the abstract
models across three datasets support this finding. In particular, the difference in the transition
distributions between the normal and abnormal instances in TruthfulQA and SST-2 are relatively
more significant (Table 4). Therefore, KMeans and GMM fall short of characterizing and reflect-
ing such distribution differences in the constructed abstract states.

• Grid-based method: The grid-based approach performs better than cluster-based methods in
terms of perplexity (except for TruthfulQA) and stationary distribution entropy while having
comparable scores on sensitivity and sink states. It implies that the grid partition method has
advantages in imitating the distribution and transition characteristics of the subject LLM.
Additionally, we notice a performance drop in coverage and succinctness, and we consider such
limitations to be caused by the nature of the grid method. Namely, the grid-based method uni-
formly partitions the concrete state space along each dimension; therefore, an abstract state may
be created even if no concrete states fall in this grid partition. If the dimension of the concrete
space is high (depends on PCA) but the concrete states are densely distributed to certain areas,
there will be a large portion of void abstract states generated (e.g., no abstract states and transitions
exist in certain areas of abstract state space). Also, the perplexity of the Grid-based method shows
a degradation on TruthfulQA compared to AdvGLUE++ and SST-2, which can be caused by the
similar distribution between the normal and abnormal transitions (as illustrated by Figure 5).

Answer to RQ2.1: In our evaluation, a specific design on the number of PCA components
is needed to balance the trade-offs among different quality metrics. The cluster-based method
usually has advantages in state space reduction and exploration but falls short of preserving the
distribution and deterministic nature of transitions. The grid-based method shows the opposite
features.

4.4.2 RQ2.2: How is the model construction method correlated with abstract model-wise
evaluation metrics?

Figure 8: RQ2.2: Model-wise metrics w.r.t. Abstract Model Type.

Evaluation Design: Different types of model construction approaches are crucial regarding the
quality of the abstract model as they concatenate the abstract states and reproduce the transition
property of the subject LLM. In this RQ, we take DTMC and HMM as two candidate model
construction methods to investigate their impact on the abstract model-wise properties.

Results: After analyzing the results in Figure 8, we have several findings for model construction
methods. Despite the number of PCA components and state abstraction techniques, DTMC shows
close or beyond performance on succinctness, coverage, sensitivity, sink state, and perplexity (except
AdvGLUE++). In terms of HMM, generally, HMM lags behind DTMC in most metrics except
stationary distribution entropy and sensitivity. We consider such differences can be attributable to the
processes of building abstract transitions. Specifically, DTMC maps the abstract transitions directly
according to the existence of concrete transitions, whereas HMM leverages a fitting algorithm to
compute the transition probability with a maximized likelihood of observations.
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The reason for HMM’s relatively inadequate performance on model-wise metrics might be the two-
level state abstraction mechanism, i.e., fit the hidden states and transitions on top of the abstract
state. Conversely, the direct transition abstraction of DTMC can be more effective in tracing back
the transition characteristics of the LLM. Considering the specialties of LLMs, a desired model con-
struction method should effectively and efficiently capture and characterize the transition properties
of the LLM for specific tasks.

Answer to RQ2.2: In our evaluated settings, the choice between DTMC and HMM largely
hinges on the specific metric of interest. DTMC’s versatile performance makes it a premier
choice for downstream applications.

4.5 RQ3: How does the framework perform across target trustworthiness perspectives, and
how is its performance correlated with both semantics-wise and abstract model-wise
metrics?

In this RQ, we first want to examine the effectiveness of our model-based analysis, i.e., whether it
could detect abnormal behavior from the three studied trustworthiness perspectives. Additionally,
we are also interested in investigating the correlation between the newly proposed semantic-wise
metrics and the analysis performance. Recall that semantics-wise metrics are designed to measure
the quality of the abstract model in terms of semantics, which is supposed to have strong correlations
with the analysis task performance. We want to confirm this point in this RQ. This exploration
can also be used to guide the selection of a good abstract model for the analysis. Similarly, the
correlation between abstract model-wise metrics and the performance is examined for the model
selection procedure.

4.5.1 RQ3.1: How does our framework perform on trustworthiness perspectives regarding
semantics-wise metrics?

Evaluation Design: In RQ3.1, we first try to assess the effectiveness of the model-based analysis
across three trustworthiness perspectives, by checking the performance of the abnormal behavior de-
tection (as described in Section 3.5). We choose Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic
Curve (ROC AUC) [147], as the metric to evaluate the performance of the detection task. Typically,
if the ROC AUC of a method is higher than 0.5, we consider it an effective one (better than random).
We check the performance of detection based on models with different hyperparameter settings (a
total of 180 settings) and show their performance (mean, maximum, minimum, median, standard de-
viation, and variation). By initially examining the ROC AUC, we gain a preliminary understanding
of the effectiveness of our model-based analysis over the hyperparameter space.

Moreover, we want to examine the correlation between the newly introduced semantic-wise metrics
and ROC AUC by computing the Pearson correlation coefficient [157] between them. To be more
specific, we go over all hyperparameter settings, and for each specific hyperparameter setting, we
generate a corresponding abstract model, determine its ROC AUC for every trustworthiness per-
spective and calculate the semantic-wise metrics for these settings. Each ROC AUC is correlated
with the corresponding semantic-wise metrics, which can be computed by the Pearson coefficient
between the ROC AUC and the values of each semantic-wise metric. Recall that semantics represent
the level of satisfaction of the LLM w.r.t. the trustworthiness perspective. This investigation helps
us understand whether the newly proposed semantics-wise metrics have the potential to indicate
the performance of the analysis procedure to some extent. Recall that the semantics-wise metrics
include Preciseness (PRE), Entropy (ENT), Surprise Level (SL), n-gram Derivative Trend (NDT),
Instance Value Trend (IVT), and n-gram Value Trend (NVT).

Table 5: RQ3.1: The ROC AUC for different datasets. Max: Maximum, Min: Minimum, Std. Dev.:
Standard Deviation, Var.: Variance.

Perspective Mean Max Min Median Std. Dev. Var.

OOD 0.55 0.65 0.50 0.53 0.04 0.00
Adversarial 0.59 0.83 0.50 0.56 0.09 0.01
Hallucination 0.67 0.71 0.55 0.69 0.04 0.00
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Table 6: RQ3.1: Top 5 Settings for Each Perspective and ROC AUC

Perspective PCA Partition #State Model ROC AUC

OOD

1024 GMM 200 DTMC 0.65
512 GMM 512 DTMC 0.64
5 Grid 1.0e+5 DTMC 0.63

10 Grid 1.0e+10 DTMC 0.62
512 GMM 600 DTMC 0.62

Adversarial

10 Grid 1.5e+11 DTMC 0.83
10 Grid 1.0e+11 DTMC 0.80
10 Grid 1.0e+11 DTMC 0.79
10 Grid 1.0e+11 DTMC 0.76
5 Grid 1.5e+6 DTMC 0.75

Hallucination

3 Grid 125 DTMC 0.71
3 Grid 1000 DTMC 0.71

1024 GMM 600 DTMC 0.71
2048 KMeans 400 DTMC 0.71
2048 GMM 600 DTMC 0.70

Table 7: RQ3.1: Pearson Coefficient of Semantic–wise Metrics with respect to ROC AUC.
Perspective PRE ENT SL NDT IVT NVT

OOD 0.94 0.34 0.14 -0.25 -0.25 -0.34
Adversarial 0.95 -0.59 -0.18 0.48 -0.19 -0.75
Hallucination 0.81 -0.07 -0.18 -0.38 -0.03 0.51

Results: Table 5 shows the statistics of ROC AUC over all models with different hyperparameter
settings. The performance of detecting OOD samples is worse than the other tasks, with the lowest
mean (0.55), maximum (0.65), and median (0.53) ROC AUC, which is reasonable, as the OOD
samples only differ very slightly from the original one and are hard to be detected. Moreover,
the maximum performance of adversarial sample detection achieves the highest results among all
tasks (0.83). This conforms to the result of RQ1 that the significant proportion of models built on
adversarial dataset is higher than the others, indicating that adversarial dataset is intrinsically easier
for abnormal behavior detection and our model indeed can catch the difference between normal and
abnormal behavior. We can also see that the data is concentrated, with almost zero variance and a
small standard deviation (less than 0.1).

Table 6 shows the experimental result of the top-5 performance with their hyperparameters setting
of the detection tasks. We can see that all top-5 models are DTMC. The reason for the unsatisfying
performance of HMM might be the two-layer state abstraction, i.e., HMM learns the hidden states
on the abstract states. For adversarial sample detection, the best ROC AUC is 0.83, with a PCA
dimension of 10 and grid partition of DTMC, while the ROC AUC of OOD sample detection and
hallucination are 0.65 and 0.71, respectively. We conclude that our model-based abnormal behavior
detection is effective, as it is higher than the random approach (with ROC AUC 0.5).

For the correlation analysis, the Pearson coefficient for each semantic-wise metric with respect to the
ROC AUC values for different abstract model settings is presented in Table 7. We have the following
observations. Firstly, semantics preciseness (PRE) and ROC AUC have a strong positive correlation
(0.94, 0.95, and 0.81 for three tasks), which suggests the necessity of building a semantically precise
for getting good analysis performance. In addition, we can see some mixtures of positive and neg-
ative correlations, e.g., n-gram derivative trend (NDT) and n-gram value trend (NVT), in different
datasets, which indicates that in practice, the users should analyze different metrics accordingly for
selecting appropriate hyperparameters, as they might show diverse correlations to the final analysis
task. There are also metrics that show weak correlations, e.g., the surprise level (SL) for three tasks
are 0.14, −0.18, and −0.18 respectively.
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Answer to RQ3.1: Our model-based abnormal behavior detection is effective in three trust-
worthiness perspectives. The semantics-wise metrics also show different correlations with the
analysis performance in different tasks, except for preciseness.

Table 8: RQ3.2: Pearson coefficient of model–wise Metrics w.r.t. ROC AUC. SUC: Succinctness,
COV: Coverage, SEN: Sensitivity, SS: Sink State, PERP: Perplexity, and SDE: Stationary Distribu-
tion Entropy

Perspective SUC COV SEN SS PERP SDE

OOD -0.35 -0.33 0.05 0.35 0.46 0.27
ADV -0.38 -0.33 0.04 0.34 0.46 0.27
Hallucination 0.02 0.06 0.20 0.04 -0.08 -0.44

4.5.2 RQ3.2: How is the performance of the framework correlated with the abstract
model-wise metrics?

Evaluation Design: In RQ3.2, we examine the correlation between the abstract model-wise metrics
and ROC AUC by computing the Pearson correlation coefficient [157] between them. Our aim is to
understand the correlation between the performance (Table 8) and their corresponding model-wise
metrics. Identifying this correlation can help us choose the abstract model with potentially good
performance based on abstract model-wise metrics in the future.

Results: The correlation is shown in Table 8. After analyzing the correlations between ROC AUC
and abstract model-wise metrics, we have several findings. Similar to the finding in RQ3.1, some
metrics and ROC AUC have different correlations for different trustworthiness perspectives, e.g.,
succinctness (SUC) and perplexity (PERP). The sensitivity (SEN) of the model has weak correla-
tions with the performance, as the Pearson coefficient is lower than 0.3. This difference highlights
the importance of considering diverse metrics as performance indicators for a comprehensive as-
sessment.

Answer to RQ3.2: Similar to semantics-wise metrics, the abstract model-wise metrics exhibit
different correlations with the analysis performance in different domains as well. In practice,
the user could use different metrics combinations to guide the model selection in order to have
a comprehensive analysis performance.

5 Discussion

Abstract Model Construction for LLM. Some research works have demonstrated that a well-
constructed abstract model can behave as an indicator to reveal the internal behavior of the target
neural network model [54, 122, 29, 57, 117]. Adequate model construction techniques are vital to
retroactively reflect the corresponding characteristics of the studied system. Nevertheless, consider-
ing the very large model size and the distinct self-attention mechanism of LLMs, it is still unclear to
what extent existing methods are effective on LLMs. Hence, our framework collaborates three state
abstraction methods and two model construction techniques with a total of 180 different parameter
configurations to extensively explore the effectiveness of popular model-based analysis approaches.

From the evaluation results, we find that cluster-based state partition methods (KMeans, GMM) and
the grid-based method have distinct advantages on different model quality measurement metrics.
Meanwhile, in terms of the methods of model construction, DTMC exhibited close or beyond per-
formance on most of the metrics than HMM, which implies it is a potential candidate to model the
state transition features of LLMs. It is worth noting that the efficacy of the abstraction and modelling
techniques varies on tasks and trustworthiness perspectives. For instance, KMeans gets superior per-
formance sores on Succinctness and Coverage on both TruthfulQA and SST-2 datasets but relatively
inadequate performance on AdvGLUE++ dataset. Such a finding signifies that explicit selection of
methods and appropriate parameter tuning are necessary to maximize the effectiveness of existing
techniques regarding abstract model construction. Therefore, advanced and LLM-specific abstract
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model construction techniques are called to capture and represent the behavior characteristics of
LLMs regardless of types of tasks and trustworthiness perspectives.

Abstract Model Quality Measurement. In this work, we tried our best and chose as many as 12
metrics to initiate a relatively comprehensive understanding of the quality of the constructed model
from both abstract model-wise and semantics-wise. Particularly, abstract model-wise metrics assess
the intrinsic properties of the model regardless of subject trustworthiness perspectives, such as the
stability of the model and the degree of well-fitting to the distribution of training data. We notice that
Coverage and Succinctness, which measure the level of compression of the abstract model, provide
more insights for dimension reduction and abstract state partition. Moreover, Stationary Distribution
Entropy, Perplexity and Sink State make more efforts to guide the selection of model construction
methods and subsequent parameter tuning. Such metrics help to enhance the quality of the model
towards better training distribution fitting and the ability against small perturbations.

In contrast, semantics-wise metrics measure the quality of the model from the angle of the degree of
satisfaction w.r.t. trustworthiness perspectives. In particular, from Section 4.5, we notice that Pre-
ciseness, Entropy and n-gram Value Trend are more correlated with the performance of the model
regarding different trustworthiness perspectives. Some metrics may have distinct adaptabilities on
certain applications. For example, Surprise Level and n-gram Derivative Trend have finer effective-
ness in describing the quality of the model on adversarial and hallucination detection.

In general, different metrics are needed to collaboratively guide the construction of the abstract
model and secure the quality from diverse aspects. Also, some metrics are potentially fit to tackle
specific downstream tasks or trustworthiness perspectives; thus, more research is called to prospect
the explicit metrics for particular applications or quality requirements.

Model-based Quality Assurance for LLM. The fast-growing popularity of LLMs highlights the
escalating influence of LLMs across academia and industry [7, 5, 158]. With the witness to the
adoption of LLMs in a large spectrum of practical applications, LLMs are expected to carry as
foundation models to boost the software development lifecycle in which trustworthiness is critical.
Namely, quality assurance techniques explicitly in the context of LLMs are of urgent need to enable
the deployment of LLMs on more safety, reliability, security and privacy-related applications.

Our framework aims to provide a general and versatile platform that assembles various modelling
methods, downstream tasks and trustworthiness perspectives to safeguard the quality of LLMs.
Moreover, considering the extensibility of the framework, it is expected to behave as a foundation
that enables the following research to implement new advanced techniques for more diverse tasks
across different domains. The results from Section 4 confirm that the abstract model can act as a
beacon to disclose abnormalities in the LLM when generating responses to different inputs. Specif-
ically, the abstract model extracts and inspects the inner behavior of the LLM to detect whether it is
under unintended conditions that can possibly produce nonfactual or erroneous outputs. The model
embeds semantics w.r.t. different trustworthiness perspectives to extend its capability to tackle di-
verse quality concerns. In addition, we consider our framework can play roles in extensive quality
assurance directions, such as online monitoring [159–162], fault localization [163, 164], testing case
generation [21, 19, 165, 166] and output repair [28, 167, 168]. For instance, by leveraging the tra-
jectories of the states and corresponding semantics w.r.t. a specific output, it is possible to trace back
and precisely localize the faulty segments within the output tokens.

In this paper, we take an early step to present a model-based LLM analysis framework to initiate
exploratory research towards the quality assurance of LLMs. Our experiment results show that the
abstract model can capture the abnormal behaviors of the LLM from its hidden state information.
We conduct a series of modelling techniques with a diverse set of quality measurement metrics to
deliver a comprehensive understanding of the capability and effectiveness of our framework. Hence,
we find that our framework shows performant abilities to detect the suspicious generations of LLMs
w.r.t. different trustworthiness perspectives.

6 Threats to Validity

In this Section, we discuss the threats that may affect the validity of our study and the actions we
have taken to mitigate them.
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Internal Threats. The configurations in state abstraction and model construction can be an internal
threat that impacts our evaluation results. A satisfactory abstract model should, on the one side,
maximally narrow down the concrete state space to make it more compact and processable; on the
other side, form abstract states that are representative of distinct LLM behaviors. To mitigate this
threat, in this study, we propose a total of 180 configuration settings

that may affect the performance of the abstract model to obtain a comprehensive and constructive
understanding of how different parameter configurations impact the effectiveness of the abstract
model.

External Threats. The generality of our framework to other LLMs, tasks and trustworthiness per-
spectives beyond this study can be an external threat. In light of different LLM structures, output
types and task requirements, our results may not always be applicable to other scenarios. To miti-
gate this threat, we select the three currently widely concerned trustworthiness perspectives on three
different datasets to conduct the experiments. Likewise, multiple modelling techniques and eval-
uation metrics are enclosed in our framework to enhance its applicability to other trustworthiness
perspectives and applications.

Construction Threats. It is possible that our evaluation metrics may not fully characterize all
possible performance aspects of the model. To mitigate this threat, we investigate a large number of
metrics of model quality measurements from previous works [54, 117, 122, 134, 135], and carefully
select twelve different metrics from two categories: abstract model-wise and semantics-wise. The
former measures the quality of the model from the angles of the level of abstraction, distribution fit
and sensitivity, etc; the latter evaluates the model performance based on the level of satisfaction w.r.t.
different trustworthiness. By incorporating these metrics, we tried our best to deliver an adequate
assessment.

7 Related Work

7.1 Quality Assurance of LLM

Quality assurance in deep learning-driven NLP software has recently garnered significant interest
from industry and academia. On one side, related research seeks to empirically evaluate the trust-
worthiness of these models more thoroughly and comprehensively. Meanwhile, there is a concerted
demand and push toward devising advanced techniques to predict failures, identify ethical concerns,
and enhance various abilities of current models.

Regarding empirical evaluation, some benchmarks have been proposed, addressing factual con-
sistency [169, 170, 133, 145], robustness [171, 106], toxicity [172], and hallucination [152, 145]
in tasks like QA and text summarization. These benchmarks comprise datasets that are either
human-labeled [170, 145], extracted from external resources [169, 152], transformed from other
datasets [171, 106], or labeled/generated by AI models [133, 172]. While many studies target spe-
cific AI model facets for select tasks, the multifaceted nature of LLMs warrants broader evaluations.
Recent research delves into multiple capabilities of LLMs, encompassing faithfulness of QA [173],
security of generated code [174] and its correctness [175], mathematical capabilities [176], and log-
ical reasoning skills [177]. Notably, HELM [178] stands out as an important study in this domain.
It conducts extensive tests across seven metrics in 42 scenarios for 30 language models, offering
a comprehensive insight into the current landscape of LLMs. DecodingTrust [9] is another impor-
tant benchmark assessment of LLMs that concentrates on diverse perspectives of trustworthiness.
In our work, we select two important salient tasks from this study: adversarial detection and OOD
detection.

These empirical studies reveal that while LLMs excel in various tasks, they often lack trustworthi-
ness and transparency. To tackle these shortcomings, some recent studies suggest some promising
directions such as data-centric methods [179–182], uncertainty estimation [183, 184, 140, 185–188],
controlled decoding [189–192], self-refinement [193–197], and leveraging external knowledge dur-
ing inference [198, 199, 158, 200–202].

Data-centric approaches are model-agnostic and formulate related problems as unintended behavior
detection. Typically, these methods gather data and train classifiers to identify undesired content.
A notable instance is OpenAI’s moderation system, offered as an API service [181]. This system’s
training data encompasses content related to sexuality, hate, violence, self-harm, and harassment.
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Uncertainty estimation, often lightweight and black-box in nature, uses uncertainty scores as indi-
cators for the models’ trustworthiness. Manakul et al. [140], for instance, introduce a black-box hal-
lucination detection technique based on token-level prediction likelihood and entropy, while Huang
et al. [185] explore the efficacy of both single and multi-inference uncertainty estimation methods.

While the above two approaches focus more on detection, the remaining three aim to directly im-
prove the generated content. Controlled decoding techniques freeze the base LLM while guiding
the text generation to achieve the desired attributes. Mireshghallah et al. [191], for example, pro-
pose energy-based models to steer the distribution of generated text toward desired attributes, such
as unbiased content. Cao et al. [192] suggest employing dead-end analysis to reduce LLM toxic-
ity. Drawing inspiration from human introspection, self-refinement methods have been introduced.
Huang et al. [195] instruct LLMs to generate confident answers for unlabeled questions, which
are then used in further training. Madaan et al. [196] suggest that LLMs critique and refine their
own outputs. Lastly, LLMs augmented with external databases can address the ”brain-in-the-vat”
dilemma [203], leading to more accurate inferences. Examples include WIKI-based chatbots [200]
and Retrieval-Augmented LLMs [201].

Among the relevant studies, the work by Azaria et al. [77] and Li et al. [154] bear the closest
resemblance to ours. While the majority of these approaches adopt black-box methodologies, they
try to analyze the relationship between LLMs’ internal and their trustworthiness. Azaria et al. utilize
the hidden layer activations of LLMs as features to train a classifier for assessing the truthfulness
of generated content. Li et al. first probe LLMs to find the correlation between truthfulness and
attention heads and subsequently leverage this insight for inference-time intervention, aiming to
produce more accurate responses.

In contrast, our framework emphasizes holistic model extraction and stateful analysis, offering a
more systematic exploration of the stateful characteristics inherent to LLMs.

7.2 Model-based Analysis for Stateful DNNs

Interpreting the behavior of stateful deep neural networks is challenging, considering the potentially
countless concrete states the model can reach and its near black-box nature.

Fortunately, there are already some successful attempts for the RNN-series, a representative stateful
architecture before the transformer era. Some theoretical research indicates that, while RNNs are
Turing-complete [204], practical constraints such as finite precision and limited computation time
render them equivalent to finite-state automata (FSA) [205, 206]. These insights potentially bridge
the gap between the intricate black-box nature of RNNs and the well-understood FSAs, which have
been rigorously examined in classical formal theory.

Interestingly, attempts to leverage FSAs for RNN analysis predate these theoretical explorations,
originating as early as the 1990s. These studies try to first abstract the concrete (hidden) state space
and then build FSAs that try to mirror RNNs behavior. Omlin et al. introduce a method to segment
the hidden state space into q equal intervals, with q being the quantization level [114]. Zeng et
al. [115] and Cechin et al. [116] propose to use K-means to cluster concrete states into abstract
states. These pioneering efforts from the pre-deep learning era paved the way for subsequent model-
based analysis of more sophisticated RNNs.

The advent of deep learning has ushered in two transformative shifts in the field: an influx of
data and increasingly complex architectures. Concurrently, the model-based analysis has also
evolved accordingly. These efforts broadly fall into two categories: those that focus on extract-
ing a transparent surrogate model replicating RNN decisions [207–209, 60, 118, 210–212, 56]
and those emphasizing transition traces with associated semantic meanings related to downstream
tasks [54, 117, 213, 122, 29].

For the former, one line of research leverages a more formal way for the FSA extraction, such as
using Angluin’s L∗ algorithm [207] and its variant [208] or finding the Hankel matrix of a black-box
system and constructing weighted automata from it [209]. These strategies treat RNNs as teachers
and craft automata through querying. Alternatively, a more empirical path focuses on analyzing
direct transition traces derived from training data. For example, Dong et al. first obtain symbolic
states by clustering on concrete hidden states and build probabilistic automata based on a learning
algorithm [60]. Zhang et al. use similar methods to build symbolic states but enhance the context-
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awareness of the extracted model by compositing adjacent states [118]. Merrill et al. introduce an
automata extraction technique based on state merging, which performs better than k-means [211].
Hong et al. utilize a transition path matching method, integrate identified patterns with state merging,
and offer a more systematic approach to constructing automata [212]. All these methods aim to
extract automata for better consistency with source RNNs.

Rather than creating an exact FSA mirroring a target DNN’s behavior, stakeholders may prioritize
specific properties of stateful software systems, such as security, safety, privacy, and correctness.
Consequently, some studies focus more on studying these specific properties and obtaining insights
observed from the extracted FSA instead of seeking a perfect decision alignment. For instance,
DeepStellar [54] and its successor, Marble [117], delve into the adversarial robustness of RNNs
using discrete probabilistic models. Conversely, AbASG [213] employs automata for adversarial
sequence generation. DeepMemory [122] performs analysis of RNN memorization and its associ-
ated security and privacy implications using semantic Markov models. RNNRepair [29] performs
repair of an RNN through model-based analysis and guidance. DeepSeer [214] employs finite au-
tomata as the central methodology for human interactive design to enable RNN debugging. The
diverse successes of these methods underscore the efficacy of model-based analysis in stateful DNN
systems.

Our work differentiates from the above studies in two key aspects. Firstly, we endeavor to develop
a universal analysis framework designed for versatile property analysis across a broad spectrum of
tasks in stateful DNN software systems in a plug-and-play manner. Secondly, our emphasis lies on
the Transformer architecture and the corresponding LLMs. These models operate on a very distinct
mechanism (e.g. attention mechanism) and adhere to unique training workflows. Recent studies find
that the Transformer has much better empirical representation power than LSTM in simulating push-
down automation, calling the need for adapted analysis methods [215]. On the other hand, various
papers have pointed out that some important capabilities of the Transformer, including factual asso-
ciations [216] and object identification [217], stem from propagating complex information through
tokens, inherently exhibiting stateful characteristics. While some related studies have investigated
the potential of enhancing language models with finite automata for improved performance [218] or
constraining their outputs using DFA [219], a comprehensive model-based analysis and framework
remain to be absent.

7.3 LLM and Software Engineering

Recently, a growing number of research works show that LLMs have already made great potential in
various phases throughout the software production lifecycle. Many researchers and industrial practi-
tioners have investigated and examined the capabilities of LLMs for a large spectrum of applications
in software engineering domain, such as code generation [1, 220–223], code summarization [224–
226], program synthesis [227, 228], test case generation [229–232] and bug fixing [233–237].

In particular, Dong et al. [223] leverage ChapGPT to present a self-collaboration framework for code
generation. Namely, multiple LLMs are assigned with different roles (i.e., coder, tester, etc.) follow-
ing a general software development schema. Such an LLM-powered self-collaboration framework
achieves state-of-the-art performance in solving complex real-world code generation tasks. Ahmend
et al. [224] investigate the effectiveness of few-shot training on LLM (Codex [238]) for code sum-
marization tasks. Their experiment results confirm that leveraging data from the same project with
few-shot training is a promising approach to improve the performance of the LLM in code sum-
marization. Nijkamp et al. [220] release a family of LLMs (CODEGEN) trained on both natural
language and programming language data to demonstrate the ability of LLMs on program synthesis.
In addition, Lemieux et al. [230] incorporate LLM into the loop to improve search-based software
testing (SBST) for programs being tested through a combination of test case generation and other
techniques. Last but not least, Sobania et al. [233] study the capability of ChatGPT in terms of
software bug localization and fixing. These works qualify the potential of LLMs as an enabler and
a booster to accelerate the software production lifecycle.

Despite the promising SE task-handling capabilities by LLMs, existing works [239, 240, 9, 151,
241, 242] have also pointed out that the current LLMs could potentially suffer critical quality issues
across different SE tasks. Specifically, developers sometimes find it hard to understand the code
generation process and the code produced by LLMs,
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and LLMs have also exhibited incorrect behaviors in generating suboptimal or erroneous solu-
tions [241]. Such concerns about the trustworthiness of LLMs and the quality of the corresponding
outcomes greatly hinder further adaptation and deployment of LLMs on safety, reliability, security
and privacy-related SE applications. Moreover, although a large body of current works in the SE
community focuses on leveraging LLM to further promote and accelerate SE applications from dif-
ferent aspects, less attention has been paid to applying and adapting existing SE methodologies to
safeguard the trustworthiness of LLMs. As the recently fast-increasing trend of LLM-based tech-
niques for various key stages of the SE lifecycle, it is recognized that LLM would potentially play
a more and more important role in the next few years. Therefore, it could be of great importance to
establish an early foundation towards a more systematic analysis of LLMs to better interpret their
behavior, to understand the potential risks when using it, and to equip the researchers and devel-
opers with more tangible guidance (e.g., concrete analysis results and feedback) to facilitate the
continuous enhancement of LLMs for practical usage.

Therefore, to bridge this gap and inspire further research along this direction, we hope our frame-
work, as a basic analysis framework for LLMs, could be helpful for researchers and practitioners
to conduct more deep exploration and exploitation and to design novel quality assurance solutions
towards approaching trustworthy LLMs in practice.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a model-based LLM-oriented analysis framework, to initiate an early
exploration towards establishing the foundation for the trustworthiness assurance of LLMs. Our
framework is designed to be general and extensible, and the core of its current version contains
three state abstraction techniques, two model construction approaches, and as many as twelve qual-
ity metrics (as indicators) to establish a versatile LLM analysis pipeline. A large-scale evaluation of
three trustworthiness perspectives on three datasets with a total of 180 model configuration settings
is conducted to investigate the effectiveness of our framework. Our evaluation also performs large-
scale comparative studies to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of different modelling
approaches in terms of characterizing the internal behavior patterns of LLMs. Overall, advanced
LLM-specific modelling methods are often needed to effectively and efficiently transparentize and
interpret the behavior characteristics of LLM regardless of types of tasks and trustworthiness per-
spectives. Moreover, our analysis of twelve metrics motivates further investigation of strategically
collaborating different metrics to provide a relatively comprehensive and meticulous quality mea-
surement for diverse LLM applications. With the fast-growing trend of industrial adoption of LLMs
across domains, we hope this early-stage exploratory work can inspire further research along this
direction, towards addressing many challenges to approaching trustworthy LLMs in the coming era
of AI.
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Metrics Classification

Evaluating the abstract model’s quality after it has been constructed is a crucial step before the
concrete application. Metrics of some kind are usually used in the assessment process. In this work,
we gather and compile a set of metrics that describe the model’s quality. Semantics-wise metrics
and abstract model-wise metrics comprise the broad categories of metrics.

Below, we formally define the metrics for evaluating the abstract model, which is shown in Figure 9.
Our classification catches the typical characteristics of the abstract semantics model. The metrics
are mainly from two perspectives: abstract model-wise and semantics-wise. The former tries to
assess the part of the construction of the abstract model, e.g., states and transitions, while the latter
evaluates whether the semantics accurately capture the intrinsic pattern of the LLM with respect to
the trustworthiness perspectives.

Abstract Model-Wise Semantics-Wise

Metrics

Basic-level Basic-level Trace-level Surprise-level

• Succinctness

• Coverage

• Sensitivity

State-level

• Sink State

Model-level

• Stationary Entropy

• Perplexity

• Preciseness

• Entropy

• Value

• 1+, Derivative

• Bayes Reasoning

• Prior, Posterior

Figure 9: Metrics Overview

Abstract model-wise

This type of metric is to perform a basic assessment of the model. Abstract model-wise metrics can
be divided into basic, state-level, and model-level.

• Basic metrics contain Succinctness, Coverage, Sensitivity.

Succinctness contains state reduction rate,

|S̄|
|S|

.

The succinctness of the model should be the lower the better.

Coverage aims to assess how many test states/transitions are unseen in the original abstract model,
which shows the completeness of our abstraction to some extent. Formally,

|S̄unseen|
|S̄|

,

where s̄unseen are unseen abstract states and unseen abstract transitions, respectively. Recall that
we have two types of state abstraction methods: regular grid-based and clustering-based. For the
former, we identify the abstract state that falls out of the grid as S̄unseen. For the latter, we define
the unseen state as follows:

S̄unseen = {s|∥s− ci∥ > d}

, where ci is the center of the clustering, and d is the maximum distance between the centers and all
concrete states in the training set. The coverage of the model should be the lower the better.

Sensitivity is to measure the proportion of concrete states that change the corresponding abstract
states under small perturbation, i.e.,

|{s|s ∈ Stest, s̄ ̸= s̄′, ∥s− s′∥ < ϵ}|
|Stest|

.

The sensitivity of the model should be the lower the better.

• State-level metrics contain State classification.
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State classification aims to classify the state of the Markov chain based on the transition probability
matrix P . We mainly check whether the state is sink state [120]. A state si is a sink state if pij = 1.
We can also check other types of the Markov state, e.g., source states or recurrent states. A state si
is a source state if it can reach another state but cannot itself be reached back from another state. A
recurrent state if the probability of being revisited from other states is 1.

• Model-level metrics contain Stationary Distribution Entropy and Perplexity.

Stationary Distribution Entropy represents the randomness and unpredictability associated with
the transitions between states of the abstract model. Higher entropy indicates greater unpredictability
and lower entropy means the model is a more deterministic one. Formally, it is defined as

−
n∑

i=1

πi(

n∑
j=1

pij log(pij)).

Here, pij is the transition probability between state i and j, and πi is the i-th element of stationary
distribution. Stationary distribution π is the proportion of the time that the abstract model spends
in each state in the long run, which satisfies πP = π. We follow existing work [135] to classify
the entropy as low, medium, and high. Specifically, the entropy of the system where there is a high
transition probability of going back to the same state (pii = 0.95), is considered as a low entropy,
which we also call the stable bound. High entropy is with a more random system (pij ≈ 1

n ), which
we also call the stochastic bound. The medium entropy is between the low and high. The value in
stationary distribution entropy is the difference between the average of stochastic and stable bound
and the stationary distribution entropy.

Perplexity [137] measures the confidence of a language model outputting a text , which is defined
as follows

N

√√√√ N∏
i=1

1

IP(wi|w1w2 . . . wi−1)
.

We expect that the perplexity of good state should be lower than 100, as reported by previous
work [122] that a well-performing model should be with such perplexity. In particular, the value
in perplexity is the difference (KL-divergence) between normal and abnormal data perplexity.

Semantics-wise

We expect that there is a significant difference between normal traces and abnormal traces in terms
of semantics. More concretely, we evaluate from the following perspectives: basic, surprise-level,
trace-level.

• Basic metrics contain Semantics Preciseness and Semantics Entropy.

Semantics Preciseness consists of mean semantics error which is computed as

MEAN
{
θ(τk)− E[θ̄(τ̄k)]

}
,

where τk = ⟨si, . . . , si+k⟩ is the test concrete trace. Note that when k = 0, the computation is over
the single state level. The semantics preciseness should be the higher the better.

Semantics Entropy computes the randomness of the semantics of an abstract sequence, i.e.,

−
n∑

i=1

θ(τi)log(θ(τi)),

where τi ∈ τ̄ . We use the similar measurement procedure as in stationary distribution entropy.

• Trace-level metrics contain Semantics Trend.

Inspired by the work of Reza et al. [138], we consider trace-level semantics of the change of seman-
tics value over the temporal domain. In particular, the trace-level semantics is computed from two
perspectives, i.e., value and derivative. We calculate these values and try to see how the semantics
space is changed over the temporal domain.
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The value based metrics contain instant value trend, which is the minimum difference between a
given value v and the values of semantics θ(τti) at every simulation step,

k
min
i=0

|θ(τti)− v|,

and n-gram value trend, which is the minimum difference between a given value v and the values of
semantics θ(τti) over n consecutive simulation steps.

k
min
i=n

(

i∑
j=i−n

|θ(τtj )− v|).

For both metrics, we expect that for normal traces, we set v = 1 (as the ground truth is 1) and the
smaller the value, the better, i.e., (the closer to the ground truth, the better). Similarly, for abnormal
traces, we set v = 0 and the smaller the value, the better. Finally, we report the mean values of
normal and abnormal traces.

The derivative based metrics compute trend difference, by first computing increasing trend and
decreasing trend. The former computes the largest sum of the left derivative signs of θ(τti) over any
segment of θ(τti) consists of n consecutive simulation steps,

k
max
i=n

(

i∑
j=i−n+1

lds(θ(τti))).

For normal traces, we expect this value to be the higher the better (maintaining an increasing trend),
while for abnormal traces, the lower value the better (less increasing trend). Decreasing trend com-
putes the smallest sum of the left derivative signs of θ(τti) over any segment of θ(τti) consists of n
consecutive simulation steps,

k
min
i=n

(

i∑
j=i−n+1

lds(θ(τti))).

For normal traces, the lower the better (less decreasing trend), while for abnormal traces, the higher
the better (maintaining decreasing trend). For both normal and abnormal traces, we compute the
absolute difference between the increasing trend and decreasing trend, as we consider a larger dif-
ference indicates a pure semantics trend. Finally, we report the mean values of normal and abnormal
traces.

• Surprise-level is to compute the Surprise of the model.

We compute the Surprise degree of the model by computing the difference between the prior and
posterior of ”good” and ”bad” states (In this work, we consider the case of binary semantics, but the
case of quantitative one can be computed similarly). In particular, for the l-th sequences (τ l), we
first compute the prior as IP(θ(τ l) == good), and the posterior as

IP(θ(τ l) == good|θ(τ l+1) == good) =

IP(θ(τ l+1) == good|θ(τ l) == good) ∗ IP(θ(τ l) == good)

IP(θ(τ l+1) == good)
.

We then compute the KL divergence between the prior and posterior and take the mean of the
divergence as the surprise degree.

Similar to the entropy setting, we consider the surprise degree of the abstract model with a purely
random transition probability matrix and randomly assigned semantics as the threshold of great sur-
prise. While the threshold of low surprise is computed as the model with a high transition probability
(pii = 0.95) going back to the same state.
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